Characterization of Plaque Components With Intravascular Ultrasound Elastography in Human Femoral and Coronary Arteries In Vitro
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Background—The composition of plaque is a major determinant of coronary-related clinical syndromes. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) elastography has proven to be a technique capable of reflecting the mechanical properties of phantom material and the femoral arterial wall. The aim of this study was to investigate the capability of intravascular elastography to characterize different plaque components.

Methods and Results—Diseased human femoral (n=9) and coronary (n=4) arteries were studied in vitro. At each location (n=45), 2 IVUS images were acquired at different intraluminal pressures (80 and 100 mm Hg). With the use of cross-correlation analysis on the high-frequency (radiofrequency) ultrasound signal, the local strain in the tissue was determined. The strain was color-coded and plotted as an additional image to the IVUS echogram. The visualized segments were stained on the presence of collagen, smooth muscle cells, and macrophages. Matching of elastographic data and histology were performed with the use of the IVUS echogram. The cross sections were segmented in regions (n=125) that were based on the strain value on the elastogram. The dominant plaque types in these regions (fibrous, fibro-fatty, or fatty) were obtained from histology and correlated with the average strain and echo intensity. The strain for the 3 plaque types as determined by histology differed significantly (P=0.0002). This difference was mainly evident between fibrous and fatty tissue (P=0.0004). The plaque types did not reveal echo-intensity differences in the IVUS echogram (P=0.882).

Conclusions—Different strain values are found between fibrous, fibro-fatty, and fatty plaque components, indicating the potential of intravascular elastography to distinguish different plaque morphologies. (Circulation. 2000;102:617-623.)
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Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) currently is the only clinically available technique providing real-time cross-sectional images of the vascular wall. Although IVUS imaging reveals the geometry of the vessel wall and plaque, characterization of the plaque composition remains difficult. Calcified and fibrous plaques can be identified in most of the cases.1–4 Calcified areas are identified by their hyperechoic appearance and distal shadowing and may be associated with acoustic reverberation. Fibrous lesions yield homogeneous echo reflections without distal shadowing. However, the composition of lipid-containing and mixed (fibrous, lipid-calcified) plaques remains unknown in most of the cases.5–7 Knowledge about plaque composition can assist the clinicians in choosing the proper interventional technique. Moreover, since most interventional techniques are predominantly mechanical in nature,5 the outcome of the intervention may be influenced by the mechanical properties of the vessel wall and plaque.7

The composition of plaque is a major determinant of clinical syndromes.8,9 Additionally, vulnerability of plaque is influenced by the mechanical properties of the vessel wall and plaque. Studies revealed that a thin cap overlying fatty tissue may be unable to bear the imposed stress caused by the pulsatile pressure of the blood.10,11 Lipid-rich lesions with a thin cap and local inflammatory response are considered rupture prone, which may lead to subsequent thrombosis and myocardial ischemia. Therefore, techniques that are capable of characterizing the plaque may bear clinically relevant diagnostic, prognostic, and etiological values.12 In IVUS imaging, the mechanical properties of the atherosclerotic plaque is not necessarily related to its echogenicity.7

Intravascular elastography is a new technique based on IVUS. The technique is in principle able to discriminate between soft and hard material. The underlying principle is that soft material will strain more compared with hard material when a force is applied on the tissue.13 The strain is
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determined by means of the ultrasound signal. The method was validated and applied in vivo for tumor detection in breast. Currently, this technique is being developed for intravascular purposes and applied on human arteries in vitro: Preliminary experiments revealed that it is feasible to identify different tissue components with the use of intravascular elastography. Since the images are based on the radial strain, the technique has potentials to detect regions with elevated stress: An increased circumferential stress will result in an increased radial strain of the material.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the capability of intravascular elastography to differentiate between different plaque components. We hypothesized that fibrous, fibro-fatty, and fatty tissue could be discriminated by means of the elastogram. Intravascular elastograms were obtained of diseased human femoral and coronary arteries in vitro. After the ultrasound experiments, the arteries were processed for histological analysis. Regions with different elastographic values were correlated with the predominant plaque morphology as determined histologically.

Methods

Materials

Atherosclerotic human femoral (n=10) and coronary (n=4) artery segments were excised within 24 hours after death and stored at -70°C. The arteries were thawed at 4°C and connected to both the insertion sheaths of the experimental setup (Figure 1) and tied with suture material after closing side branches with suture material. Since the in vivo length of the specimens was unknown, the arteries were not stretched along the vessel axis. One femoral artery was excluded because the acquisition of radiofrequency data failed during this experiment. The arteries were scanned at different positions, with an interspacing of ±10 mm. These cross sections (n=65) were marked with a surgical needle, inserted in the periadventitia, which is clearly visible in the echogram. After the ultrasound experiment, a suture was used to connect a marker to the outside of the vessel wall at the position of the needle.

IVUS Experiments

The ultrasound experiments were performed in a physiological saline solution in a water tank at room temperature (21±2°C). A water column system, containing a degassed physiological saline solution, was connected to the proximal sheath: Intraluminal pressures of 80 and 100 mm Hg were applied. This sheath also was used to insert the echo catheter. The femoral and coronary arteries were scanned with a Princeps 30-MHz IVUS catheter and an InVision 20-MHz IVUS catheter, respectively (both EndoSonics). The pressure was monitored with the use of a pressure gauge (DTX/plus, Ohmeda) connected to the distal sheath.

The Princeps catheter was connected to a modified IntraSound (EndoSonics) motor unit. This unit contains the pulser and receiver of the echographic system and a stepper motor to rotate the single-element transducer in 400 steps per revolution. At each angle, 12 traces of 10.0-μs radiofrequency data were acquired. These 12 traces were averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The data were stored in an industrial-grade Pentium computer, equipped with a 200-MHz sampling frequency acquisition board (Signatec).

The Visions catheter was connected to an InVision echo apparatus (EndoSonics); 512 angles containing 5 μs of radiofrequency data sampled at 100 MHz were stored by means of a built-in procedure.

Elastograms were calculated as described by de Korte et al. First, an IVUS frame was acquired at 80 mm Hg intravascular pressure (Figure 2a). After 2 seconds, an IVUS frame was acquired at 100 mm Hg (Figure 2b) to achieve different strain levels of the material. With the use of cross-correlation techniques, the local strain was calculated from the gated radiofrequency traces. First, the displacement of the tissue at increasing depths was determined. Next, the differential displacement of the tissue was directly converted to strain (ε). The strain values were color-coded from red for low strain through yellow to green for 1% strain (traffic-light notation) and plotted as a complementary image to the IVUS echogram (Figure 2c). The resolution of the strain in the radial direction is 200 μm.

Histology

After the ultrasound experiments and subsequent formalin fixation, the marked arterial segments (0.5 cm) were dissected. The segments were decalcified in EDTA and subsequently processed for routine paraffin embedding. Sections of 4-μm thickness were sliced near the center of the marked segment. For each segment, cross sections were stained for collagen with picro-Sirius red stain, for smooth muscle cells with anti-α-actin stain (clone 1a4, 8 mg/mL, Sigma), and for macrophages with anti-CD68 stain (kp1, 3 mg/mL, Dakopatts). The immunoreactivity of α-actin and CD68 stain were enhanced with 10 mmol/L citrate and buffered at pH 6.0 for 15 minutes at 100°C. In addition, a streptavidin-biotin complex/horseradish technique was used. The picro-Sirius red stain was used in combination with polarized microscopy to estimate the amount of fatty tissue within the plaque.

Matching IVUS and Histology

The alignment of the ultrasound data and histological cross sections was performed with the use of the IVUS echogram and histology. Many groups already have demonstrated the relation between IVUS echograms and histological sections, especially the geometry of the vessel wall and plaque. From all cross sections (n=65), only cross sections for which an exact match between histology and IVUS echogram (n=45) could be made were taken for the statistical analysis. The matching was performed without knowledge of the elastographic results. The cross sections were segmented into regions on the basis of the strain. Regions were selected with a similar strain value in the elastogram (see Figures 3 and 4). Regions with unreliable strain information were rejected: In these regions (n=8), the estimated
strain was not in accordance with the peak value of the cross-correlation function used for the strain estimation as described previously.18,19 Next, the average strain ($e_{avg}$) in this region was determined. Finally, in the corresponding region in the echogram, the average echo intensity was calculated. The echo intensity is taken from the envelope that is calculated from the radiofrequency signal (digitized in 8 bits) resulting in values between 0 and 128. All data were acquired at the same gain setting. For correlation with histology, the dominant tissue types in the selected regions were determined by 2 researchers unaware of the elastographic results (H.A.W. and G.P.). The regions were subdivided into 4 tissue types: (1) fibrous tissue: >80% of the area consists of fibrous material; (2) fibro-fatty tissue: If 20% to 50% of the area was fatty material and the remaining area contained fibrous material, the dominant tissue type was fibro/fatty; (3) fatty tissue: >50% of the area consists of fatty material; and (4) vessel wall: If the echogram revealed no plaque in the region and the main content was fibrous material, the region was classified as vessel wall.

**Statistical Analysis**
First, the distribution of the average strain and average echo intensity were tested for normality. All statistical analysis was performed with the use of SAS software. These tests revealed that the strain ($P<0.01$) and the echo intensity ($P<0.01$) were not normally distributed. Next, the median and upper and lower quartiles of the average strain value and the echo intensity in the regions were determined for the 3 plaque types and vessel wall. The incremental pressure strain modulus was calculated by means of the relation $E_{ps} = \Delta P / 2e_{avg}$.20

After normalizing the strain and echo-intensity data by means of a square-root transformation,21 a 2-way ANOVA between plaque and artery type was performed on the strain and the echo intensity, respectively. Finally, the differences between 2 plaque groups (fibrous versus fibro-fatty, fibrous versus fatty, and fibro-fatty versus fatty) were tested by means of ANOVA. Values of $P<0.0166$ were considered significant (Bonferroni correction).

**Results**
In this study, 45 cross sections were analyzed from 13 arteries. The cross sections were segmented in regions ($n=125$). The majority of regions (Table 1) contained fibrous material (50%), the minority fatty material (10%); 27% was...
mixed fibro-fatty material, and 13% of the regions contained nondiseased vessel wall material.

An IVUS echogram and elastogram of a femoral artery cross section are presented in Figure 3. The echogram reveals an eccentric plaque between the 9 and 3 o’clock positions. The elastogram shows that the strain in the plaque is low. The strain in the vessel wall is similar to the strain in the plaque except for region III; increased strain values are found in this region. The histology reveals that the dominant plaque component is fibrous material. The vessel wall with increased strain values has fatty tissue components at the lumen–vessel-wall boundary, with fibrous tissue components more distally. Additionally, an increased macrophage concentration is observed in the region with high strain values. Note that the echogenicity among these regions was similar, implying that the difference in composition between this region and the remaining arterial wall could not be made with the use of the IVUS echogram.

Another example is presented in Figure 4. The IVUS echogram shows a concentric plaque with different echogenicities. The elastogram reveals 2 regions with low strain values and 2 regions with increased strain values. The histology reveals that the regions with increased strain correspond to lipid-rich regions and the regions with low strain values to fibrous plaque components. The difference between the different regions could not be observed with the use of the echogram because the echo intensity in region III and region IV is similar but the dominant tissue type is not.

The box-and-whisker plot shows the median, lower, and upper quartiles and the extent of the data for the 3 plaque types and normal artery wall (Figure 5). The strain in fibrous tissue is lower than the strain in fibro-fatty tissue. Fatty tissue components are softer than fibro-fatty and fibrous tissue components. These differences are present in both femoral and coronary arteries (Table 2). The 2-way ANOVA (Table 3) shows highly significant differences in strain among the 3 plaque types. This relation is not affected by the type of artery (P=0.576), although significantly different strain values are observed between femoral and coronary arteries (P=0.019). No difference in echogenicity for the 3 different plaque types was found (P=0.882). Table 4 reveals that differences between fibrous and fatty tissue and between fibrous and fibro-fatty tissue are significant.

**TABLE 1.** Median Strain Values for the 3 Different Plaque Types and Normal Vessel Wall for All Observations and Femoral and Coronary Arteries Separately

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All Data (n)</th>
<th>Femoral (n)</th>
<th>Coronary (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fibrous tissue</td>
<td>0.27 (62)</td>
<td>0.27 (48)</td>
<td>0.30 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibro-fatty tissue</td>
<td>0.45 (34)</td>
<td>0.41 (25)</td>
<td>0.50 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatty tissue</td>
<td>0.60 (13)</td>
<td>0.66 (7)</td>
<td>0.57 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal vessel wall</td>
<td>0.44 (16)</td>
<td>0.44 (16)</td>
<td>– (–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total regions, n</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Intravascular echogram (top left) and elastogram (top right) of diseased human femoral artery with corresponding histology: (bottom row, left to right) picro-Sirius red, picro-Sirius red with polarized light microscopy, anti–α-actin, and anti–CD-68 antibody. Echogram shows concentric plaque with different echogenicities for regions. Elastogram reveals 2 soft regions (region I and region III) and 2 harder regions (region II and region IV). Histology reveals that 2 soft regions contain fatty material and 2 harder regions mainly contain fibrous material. Macrophage concentration is also increased in soft regions.

**Figure 5.** The 3 plaque types and normal vessel wall. Boxes have lines at lower, median, and upper quartile values. Whiskers show extent of remaining data. Plot reveals difference between the 3 plaque types. Highly significant difference between groups is found with 2-way ANOVA.

**Discussion**

The composition and morphology of the atherosclerotic lesion rather than the degree of stenosis is currently considered an important determinant for acute coronary syn-
In this study, the characterization capabilities of intravascular elastography were investigated; 125 regions were selected from 45 cross sections in 13 arteries, based on their elastographic (strain) values. After ultrasound imaging, the dominant tissue type in these regions was determined by immunostaining. The principal findings in this study were: (1) In human femoral and coronary artery specimens, the elastogram is capable of demarcating regions within the plaque representing differences in strain, whereas in the still-frame IVUS image, these regions could not be discriminated. (2) These differences in strain as observed within the elastogram were associated with differences in tissue types: lipid-rich regions revealed significantly higher strain values compared with fibrous-rich regions.

The results of this study demonstrate that characterization of different plaque components is feasible with intravascular elastography. A great advantage of this technique is that it is based on available clinical instruments. This in contrast to other imaging techniques capable of characterizing plaques such as optical coherence tomography\(^2\) and Raman spectroscopy,\(^23\) which still must be developed for clinical applications. The data processing now performed off-line still must be implemented in the echo apparatus. For an elastogram, only 2 IVUS echograms are required, obtained at 2 different intraluminal pressures. In vivo, different pressures are already present because of the pulsation of blood. This implies that with only a pressure sensor and an IVUS catheter, all tools for in vivo intravascular elastography are available. Thus, IVUS imaging is a technique capable of providing both qualitative as well as quantitative information on the atherosclerotic lesion.

The information in the elastogram is in principle independent of the echographic information.\(^15\)\(^\text{,}24\) This is an important feature, since characterization of fibrous, fibro-fatty, and fatty plaques, based on the echogram only, is limited.\(^1\)\(^\text{,}2\) In this study, no significant difference between the average echo intensity for the 3 tissue types was observed. In Figure 4, regions III and IV have a similar echo intensity, but the elastogram reveals that region IV is hard and region III is soft. The histology corroborates these elastographic findings, since region III is mainly fatty and region IV is fibrous.

The measured average strain values were converted to a pressure-strain modulus.\(^25\) The pressure-strain modulus of fatty tissue (493 kPa) is \(\approx\) 2 times the pressure-strain modulus of fatty tissue (222 kPa). The pressure-strain modulus of mixed plaques has a value in between these 2 values (296 kPa). Although these values are higher than the static stiffness as measured by Lee et al.,\(^26\) the ratio between the modulus of the 2 groups is similar. It must be noted that the different elastic moduli are highly dependent on the different measuring techniques (static, dynamic, circumferential, tangential, and so on) and experimental methods.

### Differences Between Femoral and Coronary Arteries

This study reveals that the relation between plaque type and strain is evident irrespective \((P=0.576)\) of the artery type (femoral or coronary). However, different strain values for the 3 plaque types are found in femoral and coronary arteries. Especially plaques containing a large amount of fatty material have different strain values. The echo intensity in the coronary arteries is higher than in the femoral arteries for all plaque types, possibly because a different echo apparatus is used for these arteries. Again, the relation between plaque type and echo intensity is not influenced \((P=0.892)\) by the artery type (and thus the echo apparatus used).

### Detection of Vulnerable Plaque

The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the capability of intravascular elastography to characterize different plaque components. In patients with cardiovascular disease, plaque morphology is related to clinical presentation. Atherosclerotic plaques observed in patients with unstable angina and myocardial infarction have features associated with local thrombus formation caused by plaque rupture. The classic vulnerable plaque consists of a thin fibrous cap overlying a large atheroma with local inflammatory response beneath the surface of the cap. The present study shows that IVUS elastography is able to differentiate between lipid-rich and fibrous tissues within the plaque. In addition, a thin fibrous cap is less able to bear the circumferential stress applied on it with subsequent strain increase on the elastogram. Destruction of the collagen fibers by local inflammation may further weaken the cap and reflect additional strain increase on the elastogram. This might explain the frequently observed colocation of high strain values and macrophage-rich areas.
motion along the long axis of the vessel. This motion along 
the axis of the vessel will introduce errors that are difficult 
to correct for because data from different parts of the artery 
will be acquired. However, initial measurements in human coro-
nary arteries in vivo revealed that the motion of the catheter in 
the lumen is minimal near end diastole while maintaining 
a pressure differential large enough to strain the tissue.

Conclusions
Intravascular elastography is a new technique that assesses 
the local mechanical properties of the vessel wall and plaque. 
The 3 plaque components fibrous, fibro-fatty, and fatty tissue 
result in different mean strain values. Fibrous tissue has lower 
strain values than fibro-fatty tissue, and the latter one has 
lower strain levels than fatty tissue. Identification of the 3 
tissue types on the basis of the average echo intensity was not 
possible.
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